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ISTRCDLCTIG:; 

In nerval ultrasonic examinations of materials detecting defects 

is the ma*n concern. Me want to have a clear yes or no an s ver to 

the question of whether a defect is present or net. 

By automatic and semiautomatic examination smaller variations iv. 

internal structure and dimensions should be revealed. Thus, it is 

necessary to calculate and evaluate the nieasurad results using dif

ferent methods. Furthermore, a detailed recording of the distribu

tion of the variation of the results in the iteir should be possible. 

A system fulfilling these demands must possess the following qua

lifications: 

1) A stable scanning system. 

2) A computer to control the oyster and 

calculate and store th? results. 

3) Ultrasonic equipment which could ce controlled 

from the computer. 

During the past 10 years we have been working with several scan

ning systems and developed them tor specific purposes such as the 

examining of tubes (Refs. 1 i 2) and the measuring and recording 

of sound fields from ultrasonic transducers (Ref. 3). 

The work with these systems has been the basis for designing 

a more universal computer-controlled scanning system as described 

below. 

HYDRAULIC SCANNING SYSTEM 

We wanted to have both a fast and accurate system that scans 

movement in three dimensions. For accuracy, such a system must 

be designed to be very rigid. This means that the weight of the 

moving parts of the system will increase. 

To avoid a stepwise motion and still retain a system that is 

rapidly moving, we decided not to use stepmotors for the x-y move

ment. Instead we chose hydraulic cylinders. The position of the 

transducer is measured on glass rulers which are in direct contact 

with the slides. 

In this design we avoided the play in rotating spindles which 

can introduce inaccuracies in motor-driven systems. We preserved 
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the stepsxrtor-driv* in the »-movement, but her« gravity is nede 

use of to reduce the play in the vertical spindle. 

The system eon be manual-as well as computer-controlled. (A die-

gran of its principles is shown in Fig. 1). 

The computer stay also control the ultrasonic equipment that is 

shown on the diegraa. Furthermore, the results isay be processec. 

evaluated, and if desired, stored by the computer. 

To be lble to handle as large items as possible, the system is 

designed with a free arm. The transducer car. be moved within 

l0G0x>00x500 as« velum, but because the design utilizes the free 

arm. larger items stay also be exanir^d. {The scanning system is 

shown in Fig. 2). The transduce can be moved in 3 dimensions 

tx. y, s). and furthermore, the .ansducer car. be rotated about 

its own axis as well as be tilted relative to this axis. 

Ke have xade standard programs for plain scanning patterns; from 

these programs we can make special or.es for special scanning pat

terns. The result may be presented on a plotter with different 

colours in a suitable scale ( The corplete systen is shown in Fig. 

I.) 

http://or.es
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UMzlg HYDRAULIC 5CAHNISG SYSTEM with n o v t n n t in three d i r ec t i on* . 

, l l l ' ? r The corrpWte eyatSBu 
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SOKS O M H U S PMR I H OSE OP A COttfUIBJI-€OWTHDeXl& SCANNING 

SYSTON 

tlw rotating scanning system that we hov« developed for recor

ding sound fiolds (hof. 3) could olso bo usod os a vory accurate 

throo-ili mons ional scanning system for examining small i too« of tor 

making minor ro IHPPS. to this oonnor tho system hos boon usod for 

several examinations ond too of those will ho described below. 

Th* fool of tho project wo« to find tho accuracy attainable by 

ultrasonic well thickness measurements of vory tnin-valled tubes. 

too tubes novo different thicknesses and dieneters ond ore fabri

cated of different materials. A variety of conoercial equipment 

a&d transducers should bo examined. 

The poasuispent should be node in voter using an iooorsion tech

nique, the earnings of the water distance as well as positioning 

of tho transducer relative to the tube should be established. The 

hole examination should provide background information for the de

cision to eventually develop and enable automatic equipment to bo 

built for this t*sk. 

The project clearly involved a considerable amount of data*ta

king with all the different combinations of measuring conditions 

that were applicable. However, the scanning system provided assu

rance that we could reproduce tho measurement under identical con

ditions and that the computer could store the results and make the 

evaluation. 

We devided the project into the following parts: 

ft, Ptffitftgj Qfi tgCMrtcv of tht t¥frf qmfoncy §ng w»ttr 4m«ns* 

For this examination we used a setup shown in Pig. 4. By moving 

the transducer up and down (z-axis) and by then moving the tube 

in a direction perpendicular to this (x-axis) we relate values 'or 

position and wall thickness. This can be recorded in a table and 

also illustrated with the plotter. Thereby it is possible to de

termine the demands both on guidance (x-axis) and water distance 

(z-axis) to get a wall thickness measurement within the desired 

tolerance (e.g. 2 urn) by choosing the right combination of tube, 

equipment and transducer. 
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V£* 

*!«.» *. Demands on guidance Fig. 5. Reproducible measurements, 

and water distance. 

We used a setup as shown in Fig. S to answer this question. 

By using the optima) water distance (found in the previous exa

mination) we measured the wall thickness of trie tube. The tube was 

rotated and the wall thi-hness measured in exactly the sarae 19 po

sitions around the tube circumference. The measurements were re

peated 9 tines (9 rotations). 

The scanning cystem assures an accurate anc reproducible guidan

ce of both the tube and transducers; the computer then stores the 

results for further evaluation. 

£«—Art thf MtfMTfffifnti correct? 

To answer this question, the accurate wall thickness in a series 

of tubes with different dimensions (wall thickness mn4 diameter) 

were measured using traditional measuring techniques in a well-

defined position 
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the veil thicknesses were »»»sure« «$•*« in the 

but this tioe us inc. the ultresouRtf technique, •ntf 

the two results *«E* cenB*rc£. 

In All of thes« tHUMli«Ri. Uw scennine. systee end computer 

ised Kore or less for posit loninc;. data collecting. celcula-

end presenting the results. 

In a steel i nusle 

taut in a testinf 

profil« such as the 

• fatique creek. Dunn? tensile tes-

tne creek will grow to produce • crack 

shown in Fie. §-

Fii. 6. Steel block with crack. 
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The question arises* Can this profile be found without de

stroying the sample? By scanning the sample in the water tank we 

can find where an echo from the crack appears, and thereby, by 

this NDT-raethod we are able to make a table or plot showing the 

crack profile. A similar technique is used for finding laminations 

in fiber-reinforced laminates, but here the small scanning system 

could be used only for small samples. The hydraulic scanning 

system could also be used on larger samples eith the same tech

nique. 

CONCLUSION 

Our computer-controlled scanning system is unique by incorpor

ating: 

1) a rigid construction with high accuracy 

2) a hydraulic-driven movement with high speed 

3) a play-free positron-return signal from the glass ruler 

4) a minicomputer for control of the system and calculation, 

evaluation, storage and presentation of the results 

5) no practical limitation on the size of the component to be 

examined. 

The system is used together with a computerized S80 ultrasonic 

unit from Automation Industries. It can be employed for normal 

defect inspection as well as making dimensional measurements in dif

ferent scanning patterns. The results can be stored in the computer, 

and evaluated and presented in a number og ways. Furthermore, the 

system is well suited for detecting small variations in internal 

properties such as elastic properties (damping)- ultrasonic velo

city-defects. By mapping these measurements the internal structure 

of the material may be explored. 
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